MUDRANK 2012

MUDRANK – is the annual FINANCE summit of SIESCOMS, scheduled on Monday, February 6th, 2012. Our theme this year is ‘Surging Ahead in Dynamic Markets.’ This event attracts senior professionals from leading corporates who participate in panel discussions, present success stories and discuss strategies on the theme. This year, Some of the areas that would be discussed are challenges faced by companies in the financial sectors & capital in today’s dynamic market place.

The Chief Guest for “Mudrank 2012” will be Mr.Yeshwant S.S.Kapdi-Managing Director of Clearing Corporation India Ltd while the Guest of Honour will be Mr.Ashok Gautam- Senior Vice President and Head Global Markets Treasury Axis Bank.

The day will feature two panel discussions as per the following details-

Module 1

Opportunities & Challenges – Financial Sectors

With the present economic climate being dynamic, where the time available for an organization to adapt itself to the changes is shrinking, it’s become imperative for organisations to strategise & be well prepared. This has further resulted in the rise of nagging issues like the regulation of hedge fund industry, additional issue of licenses for commercial banking, etc.

On account of this dynamism the basic rules & notions regarding the financial sector are being are being re-written. One of the ways to synergise this dynamism is by engaging in panel discussions with industry veterans & this what MUDRANK, 2012 wishes to achieve.

Moderator:

Mr. Ramchandran Iyer: - Director- Accounting Advisory Services, KPMG

Panel Members:-

1)  Mr. R. Kannan: - Head, Startegy and Performance Management, Hinduja Group
2)  Mr. Krishnan Chary: - VP Risk Management, ICICI Prudential
3)  Ms. Tanushree Mazumdar: - Senior Economist, VP Knowledge Management, NCDEX
Module 2

Opportunities & Challenges – Capital Markets

Most of the organisations today are caught up in the embroiled world of Capital Markets! Even the most meagre earning individual wants to invest in the stock market, to gain some returns. Everywhere you can hear people ask the question: how much did Sensex go up today?

The motive is to make India economically strong and face the challenges and sustain in the global dynamic market make them competent to solve the emerging issues such as the barriers to raise capital and entering the capital markets.

How can Indian markets be made more competitive in terms of exchanges, intermediary structures, regulations, gearing mechanisms, etc??? The answer to this question is what we hope to achieve with valuable inputs from industry veterans in Mudrank 2012

Moderators:-

Dr. C.K Narayan: - Managing Directors , Growth Avenues.

Panel Members:-

1) Mr Naresh Kumar Garg: - CEO, Sahara Mutual Fund
2) Mr.Arun Kumar Singh: - Executive Director, IDBI Mutual
3) Mr.Kartik Iyer: - Senior VP, SBI Caps
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